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Bentley
Flying Spur

The reality is that you probably won’t

developed an athletic design

drive this Flying Spur; you’re more likely

for the Flying Spur that

to hire a chauffeur to pilot it for you.

brings together time-

That’s because, if you’re a high rolling

honoured icons, such

businessman – or woman – you’ll want to

as the celebrated

turn up at meetings as relaxed as

winged “B” badge

possible.

and up to date

And stress-free you will be if you kick

details, such as

back in the Spur. The seats mould

monumentally large

themselves around you; the car is big

twin exhaust tailpipes.

enough for four adults, and the world will
pass you by silently – thanks to the
superior sound proofing.
Powering the Flying Spur is a 6.0 litre,

Step inside the
cavernous cabin and it is
immediately apparent Bentley’s
interior designers have gone to

twin turbo, 12-cylinder engine, coupled

town on ensuring a lavish, yet hi-tech

to an eight-speed automatic transmission.

environment. Advanced acoustic and

Developing eyeball popping pulling-

electronic technologies are seamlessly

custom-built hand-held touch screen

power, the Bentley sprints from 0-62mph

harmonized with hand-crafted leather

remote which allows anyone sitting in the

in 4.6 seconds and it is capable of a

hides and wood veneers.

back to control features from the comfort

licence-losing 199mph. However, this rate

The Bentley’s interior treats include an

There’s an entertainment suite and a

of their seat. What’s more, an eight-

of knots is harnessed well. You see, power

eight-inch central touchscreen with

speaker audio system provides high

is delivered to the road via all-wheel

optional TV tuner, a 30 GB on board hard

quality sound clarity.
The Bentley Flying Spur has got to be

drive. This gives you a sure-footed,

drive and a wi-fi router. However, as the

engaging driving experience in all road

car has been made as much for

the choice of car for anyone who

and weather conditions.

discerning passengers as for the person

appreciates exquisitely appointed

As well as high levels of comfort and
refinement, Bentley’s styling team has
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behind the wheel, rear seat leisure is

cars. Needless to say, it makes you a star

where it really counts.

just by sitting in it.
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FAST FACTS
Max speed: 199 mph
0-62 mph: 4.6 secs
Combined mpg: 19.6
Engine: 5998 cc 12 cylinder 48 valve
turbo-petrol
Max. power (bhp): 616 at 6000 rpm
Max. torque (lb. ft): 590 at 2000 rpm
CO2: 332 g/km
Price: £154,900
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